
寺体験 坐禅

Guide plan Zenpoji Zazen • Shojin Dining Experience and Prayer Plan
Monk experience • Relax yoga (chair OK)

Outline Famous in Japan as the temple of Ryujin, the dragon guardian deity of the sea, Zenpoji
is visited by a stream of worshipers throughout the year. A five-storied pagoda and many 
other precious buildings occupy the grounds. Behind the buildings, nestled in deep 
greenery, said to be the residence of two dragon gods, Kaibami no Ike Pond conjures a 
mysterious atmosphere.

Guide Soto Zen Monk Guide (Japanese language only)

Highlights ♦ Get in touch with the spirit of Zen: face who you really are, accept yourself, and 
accept everything. You can step out of your everyday mental state through zazen 
meditation and having a shojin meal. Why not detox your spirit?
♦ Have the same kind of shojin meal eaten everyday by ascetic monks: soup and a 
single dish of vegetarian food.
♦ Experience prayer at Zenpoji Temple! Attend a spectacular uplifting rolling reading of 
the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom. Comprising five million characters on 600 
fasicles, it forms the basis of the Heart Sutra.

Appropriate 
attire

Please dress modestly without showing too much bare skin. You should also wear clothes
that allow you to comfortably assume a zazen posture.

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical 
itinerary

7:50 Depart JR Tsuruoka Station > 8:15 Zenpoji Temple > 8:30–9:00 Zen priests 
carefully instruct you on the attitude and etiquette of zazen > 9:00–9:30 Zazen 
meditation (chairs available for persons with leg difficulties) > 9:30–10:00 Shojin Dining 
Experience (Have the same tray meal of soup and single vegetable dish as the monks.) 
10:00–10:30 Prayer (rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom)

Organizers Zenpoji Temple 

Insurance Not required

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau (General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Please be 
advised

Zazen is not suitable for people with leg problems.

Availability All year. During August and December, in the busiest periods of the religious calendar,
monks may not be available.

Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom

Shojin meal

Zazen meditation

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.
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